Armitage Shanks
what works and why
An informative guide to bathroom solutions
Armitage Shanks
Holding history. Introducing the future.

For almost every sector of the commercial washroom market there is an Armitage Shank product that has been designed to meet its needs. Because every piece has been developed with the performance, durability and regulatory demands of the market in mind, many Armitage Shank products can be used across several different bathrooms. This flexibility allows everyone to mix and match styles to create unique bathrooms over a broad spectrum of applications.
Contemporary styling defines the new members of the Armitage Shanks range.

Carlton vessels are available in two dimensions, 60cm & 42cm and can be perfectly combined with Adriana vessel basin mixer rim-mounted.

Adriana new fittings range has an elegant, minimal design.

Golf - Design new fittings range follows the “soft-edge” design concept, giving it a smooth, harmonized, friendly form. Ecological, economical & safe, this fitting is using Click Technology to reduce water consumption and the hot water limiter to allow the user to have the maximum water heat level of his personal choice.

The additions to the Armitage Shanks’ family mean it can now serve an even wider range of sectors. While sharing the same durability and functionality, these new products have a “softer” commercial look suitable for installations where aesthetics are as important as performance.

Established Armitage Shanks’ products and exceptional new designs have joined the Armitage Shanks’ family, creating an extended sanitary ware solution for every bathroom.
Armitage Shanks. A British institution with roots back to the mid-nineteenth century, it is now one of the largest manufacturers of sanitaryware in the U.K. The name Armitage Shanks has long been synonymous with quality British Bathrooms. The company’s roots can be traced back to 1850 when the first sanitaryware was manufactured. Today’s bathroom has moved from being purely functional to a room in which you can express yourself. A dynamic hub in the morning for the family to invigorate themselves in for the day ahead. A sanctuary in the evening for relaxation and recharging the batteries! Armitage Shanks develops products that are made to last while offering the utmost in satisfaction – all in a very appealing design. Launching the new range of Armitage Shanks you will see diversity, elegance, sensuality and pure freshness any time of the day.
Regent

Regent
Close Coupled Pack
Universal Outlet
- Close Coupled Bowl Universal
- 63 Lt Tank with Trim, Bottom Inlet
- P/S Outlet Bend 90°
- With Soft Close Seat & Cover
  X036601
- With Seat & Cover
  X036501

Regent
Single Back-to-wall Pack
Universal Outlet
- Single Bowl
- P/S Outlet Bend 90°
- With Soft Close Seat & Cover
  X036001
- With Seat & Cover
  X035901

Regent
Wall Hung Pack
- Wall Hung Bowl
- With Soft Close Seat & Cover
  X036201
- With Seat & Cover
  X036101
Chelsea

Chelsea Close coupled bowl P/S-Trap
- Close Coupled Bowl P/S-Trap
  T333401
- P/S Outlet Bend 90°
  T676901
- With Soft Close Seat & Cover
  T428801

Chelsea Single Back-to-Wall Pack
- Single Bowl
- P/S Outlet Bend 90°
- With Soft Close Seat & Cover
  T333001

Chelsea Wall Hung Bowl
- Wall Hung Bowl
- With Soft Close Seat & Cover
  T333201
Chelsea Wall Hung Bidet
- 1 Tap Hole
T512101

Chelsea Basin 60x48cm
- 1 Tap Hole
T004101
Pedestal
T428401
Semi Pedestal
T428501

Chelsea Vessel 60x45cm
- 1 Tap Hole
T004201

Chelsea Semi Countertop Basin 55x44cm
- 1 Tap Hole
T004001
Carlton

Close Coupled Pack P-Trap

• Close Coupled Bowl P-Trap
• 6/3 Lt Tank with Trim, Bottom Inlet
• With Soft Close Seat & Cover
  X033201
• With Seat & Cover
  X033301

Carlton

Close Coupled Pack S-Trap

• Close Coupled Bowl S-Trap
• 6/3 Lt Tank with Trim, Bottom Inlet
• With Soft Close Seat & Cover
  X033401
• With Seat & Cover
  X033501

Carlton

Floor Standing Bidet

• 1 Tap Hole
  X033801
### Carlton Basin 60x51cm
- No Tap Hole
- No Overflow Hole

**X034301**

### Carlton Vessel 42x42cm
- No Tap Hole
- No Overflow Hole

**X034201**

### Carlton Vessel 60x42cm
- No Tap Hole
- No Overflow Hole

**X034401**

### Pedestal**

**X034501**

### Semi Pedestal**

**X034201**
Kensington

Close Coupled Pack S-Trap
- Close Coupled Bowl S-Trap
- 6/3 Lt Tank with Trim, Bottom Inlet
- Seat & Cover
  X037301

Close Coupled Pack S-Trap
- Close Coupled Bowl S-Trap
- 6/3 Lt Tank with Trim, Bottom Inlet
- With Soft Close Seat & Cover
  W914801
- With Seat & Cover
  W914901

Wall Hung Pack
- Wall Hung Bowl
- Seat & Cover
  X037201
Kensington Washbasin 65x52cm
• 1 Tap Hole
   X036701
Pedestal
   X036901
Semi Pedestal
   X037001

Kensington Washbasin 60x49cm
• 1 Tap Hole
   X036801
Pedestal
   X036901
Semi Pedestal
   X037001

Kensington Countertop Basin 54x44cm
• 1 Tap Hole
   X037101
Clarendon

Floor Standing Bidet

• 1 Tap Hole
X037801

Clarendon

Basin 65x48cm

• 1 Tap Hole
X037401

Pedestal
X037501

Semi Pedestal
X037601

Clarendon

Vessel 56x44cm

• 1 Tap Hole
X037701

Clarendon

• Close Coupled Bowl P-trap
X037901

• Close Coupled Bowl S-trap
X038001

• 6/3 Lt Tank with Trim Bottom Inlet
X038101

• Seat & Cover
X038201
Profile 21

Profile 21 Armitage Shanks

Closed Coupled Pack S-trap

- Closed Coupled Bowl S-trap
- 6/3 Lt Tank with Trim, Bottom Inlet
- With Soft Close Seat & Cover
  S431701
- With Seat & Cover
  S431601
Other products

Korona
Close Coupled Pack
Horizontal Outlet
• Close Coupled Bowl HO
• 6/3Lt Tank with Trim, Bottom Inlet
• With Seat & Cover
S024701

Korona
Close Coupled Pack
Vertical Outlet
• Close Coupled Bowl VO
• 6/3Lt Tank with Trim, Bottom Inlet
• With Seat & Cover
S024601

Andria 3
Squat Doset 50x60cm
• Concealed Water inlet
X034701
• Top Water inlet
X034601

Wenworth New
Wall Hung Bowl
W704401
• Seat & Cover with plastic hinges
W301301
• Seat & Cover with stainless steel hinges
W301401
Adriana Basin Mixer
- 35mm cartridge
- Flexible hoses G3/8"
- Metal pop-up-waste
- Pop-up Rod
- Easy fix
- Chrome
B9780AA

Adriana Vessel Basin Mixer
- 35mm cartridge
- Flexible hoses G3/8"
- Easy fix
- Chrome
B9781AA

Adriana Bidet Mixer
- 35mm cartridge
- Flexible hoses G3/8"
- Metal pop-up-waste
- Pop-up Rod
- Easy fix
- Chrome
B9782AA
Adriana Sink Mixer
• 47mm click cartridge
• PEX flexible hoses G3/8"
• Water saving limiter
• Hot temperature limiter
• Easy fix
• Chrome

Adriana Sink Mixer with pull-out handspray
• 47mm click cartridge
• PEX flexible hoses G3/8"
• Water saving limiter
• Hot temperature limiter
• Easy fix
• Chrome

Adriana Shower Mixer exposed
• 47mm click cartridge
• S-connectors with noise reducers
• Water saving limiter
• Hot temperature limiter
• Easy fix
• Chrome

Adriana B&S Mixer exposed
• 47mm click cartridge
• S-connectors with noise reducers
• Water saving limiter
• Hot temperature limiter
• Chrome
Golf - Design

Shower exposed

• 47mm click cartridge
• S-connectors with noise reducers
• Water saving limiter
• Hot temperature limiter
• Easy fix
• Chrome
B9775AA

Golf - Design
Bidet Mixer

• 47mm click cartridge
• Flexible hoses G3/8"
• Pop-up rod
• Metal pop-up waste
• Water saving limiter
• Hot temperature limiter
• Easy fix
• Chrome
B9774AA

Golf - Design
Basin Mixer

• 47mm click cartridge
• Flexible hoses G3/8"
• Pop-up rod
• Metal pop-up waste
• Water saving limiter
• Hot temperature limiter
• Easy fix
• Chrome
B9773AA
**Golf - Design**

**Bath & Shower Bin kit 2**
- 47mm click cartridge
- Chrome
- B9778AA

For combination with kit 1 A2650NU

**Golf - Design**

**Shower Bin kit 2**
- 47mm click cartridge
- Chrome
- B9779AA

For combination with kit 1 A2650NU

**Golf - Design**

**Sink Mixer**
- 47mm click cartridge
- Flexible hoses G3/8"
- Water saving limiter
- Hot temperature limiter
- Chrome
- B9777AA
Livia

Bidet Mixer
- 40mm click cartridge
- Flexible hoses G3/8"
- Pop-up rod
- Metal pop-up waste
- Water saving limiter
- Hot temperature limiter
- Easy fix
- Chrome
B9768AA

Basin Mixer
- 40mm click cartridge
- Flexible hoses G3/8"
- Pop-up rod
- Metal pop-up waste
- Water saving limiter
- Hot temperature limiter
- Easy fix
- Chrome
B9767AA

B&S Mixer exposed
- 40mm click cartridge
- S-connectors
- Water saving limiter
- Hot temperature limiter
- Chrome
B9770AA
Livia Sink Mixer tub. spout
• 40mm click cartridge
• Flexible hoses G3/8"
• Water saving limiter
• Hot temperature limiter
• Chrome
B9771AA

Livia Shower Mixer
• 40mm click cartridge
• S-connectors
• Water saving limiter
• Hot temperature limiter
• Chrome
B9769AA

Livia Sink Mixer exposed tub. spout
• 40mm click cartridge
• S-connectors
• Water saving limiter
• Hot temperature limiter
• Chrome
B9772AA
Armaglide

Armaglide Hand Spray 80mm, 1F
- Hand Spray 80, 1F
- 8lt/min flow restrictor
- Instruction sheet for flow restrictor
- Chrome
  B9304AA

Armaglide Hand Spray 80mm, 3F
- Hand Spray 80, 3F
- 8lt/min flow restrictor
- Instruction sheet for flow restrictor
- Chrome
  B9305AA

Armaglide Shower Kit 90cm, 1F 80mm
- Hand Spray 80, 1F
- Sliding bar 90cm (brass tube Φ20,6, plastic slider and bracket)
- Wall elbow (brass)
- Shower hose 175cm smooth metal effect
- 8lt/min flow restrictor
- Hose retaining ring
- Instruction sheet
- Chrome
  B9306AA
Guarantee

lifetime
All ceramic products
5 years
On taps and mixers
1 year
On toilet seats and cistern fittings

Our confidence in the quality and reliability of our product allows us to offer outstanding extended guarantees on all our products – where the product fails within 1/5/lifetime we offer a free replacement or replacement part (or nearest equivalent). So when your washroom has been satisfactorily installed and is working well, please ensure you register your guarantee. This guarantee is transferable – it applies to the product not the purchaser provided the guarantee registration is passed on to the new owner.

Liability is limited to individual products and the guarantee does not cover the consequential loss or damage or installation costs. This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights. Products must be installed, used and cared for in line with our fixing instructions and local water regulations, and room must be adequately ventilated.

Parts (e.g. flushvalves) are guaranteed for one year and will be replaced if found to be faulty. The guarantee does not cover general wear and tear.

You can register for guarantees on a bathroom bought on your behalf by a plumber or builder.

Colours printed in this book are as near as possible to the manufactured range of Armitage Shanks quality bathrooms. For accurate comparisons of colours, see actual ware on display at Armitage Shanks retailers. Our policy is one of continuous improvement and we reserve the right to change specification and design at any time without notice.

Products can be subject to tolerances due to manufacturing processes.